
Piano CamPus 2020
international piano competition

January 31, February 1st & 2nd - 19th edition
Pontoise - France

Chairman of the jury : Hisako Kawamura
Guest composer : Fabien Waksman

aPPliCation file

Registration is free 
Age : 16 - 25
Prizes : 30 000€
Application deadline :
November the 22nd, 2019

www.piano-campus.com // pianocampusconcours@gmail.com  // (+33) 6 18 58 00 65

Trophies designed by Rachid Khimoune



2. ApplicAtions

> The competition is open to candidates from 16 to 25. 
> The pianistic level of the candidates has to be that of an international competition. 
> The application to Piano Campus is free 
> Each candidate must complete and return this application file by email or by post, 
with all documents requested  (Any incomplete file will be refused) :
 - Curriculum vitae 
 - Letter of introduction of an eminent personality of the international scene or musical 
pedagogy 
 - DVD live or youtube link (superior quality) obligatory including maximum 15 minutes of 
recital (works identical or different from those proposed in the eliminatories), with several works of 
different periods including : 
  * a baroque piece (Scarlatti, Bach, Handel, Padre Soler etc.) 
  * a study of virtuosity (Chopin, Moszkowski, Saint-Saens, Scriabine, Rachmaninov, etc.)
  * a piece of the 20th century 

The 
compeTiTion

1. the spirit
Piano Campus is an annual international competition taking 
place in January the 31th, and February the 1st & 2nd. 
The spirit of Piano Campus can be defined as followed : 
audacity, excellence, dynamism and youth. 

3. selection

After reception of all the candidates’ files 
(deadline : November the 22nd, 2019), the 
artistic committee of Piano Campus will  select 
12 candidates for the elimination rounds by 
taking into account all the elements of the file 
and also the nationality of the candidate so that 
a large number of countries is represented.



4. All is free

All is taken care by the Piano Campus organization.  
> Transport : when you receive the confirmation of your selection, we ask 
you to book a flight low cost (if you travel by plane) and to keep the receipt for 
refunding : Piano Campus refunds the travel fees up to 500€. 
> Accommodation and meals : nights & breakfasts - lunches - dinners, 
from January 30 in the evening and until February 3 in the morning. Candidates 
are required to stay on site from Thursday evening to Monday morning. Any 
candidate disrespecting this rule will be struck off and will not be 
taken in charge by Piano Campus organisation.

5. eliminAtories

> 30 minutes maximum
(included the compulsory piece)
including 4 pieces : 

> An imposed piece to play in the 
beginning of the program : Germaine 
Tailleferre « Seule dans la forêt » 

+ One of the 18th century 
composers : Scarlatti, Mozart, Padre 
Soler, Rameau, Handel, Clementi etc ...

+ One of the 19th century 
composers : Beethoven, Schubert, 
Schumann, Chopin, Liszt, Brahms, Franck 
etc ...

+ One of the 20th century 
composers : Debussy, Poulenc, Bartok, 
Scriabine, Prokofiev etc ...

6. finAl

The jury will select only three applicants 
to take part in the final with the Symphonic 
Orchestra of the CRR of Cergy-Pontoise, 
conducted by Benoît Girault. The imposed 
program of the final is : 

 > A free program : 10 minutes maximum 
(with different pieces from the first 
round)

 > The world Premiere for piano and 
orchestra of the imposed piece of the guest 
composer, Fabien Waksman

 > The 1st movement of the concerto n°2 
in C minor, Opus 18 - Moderato - of Sergueï 
Rachmaninov

NB : the piece of the guest composer can be 
played with the score. 

The score will be sent to the 12 selected 
candidates approximately on December, 20th.



programs

Nationality

Surname  

First Name

Date of birth
            

Adress 

Postcode    

City 

Country of residence

Email  

Mobile 

regisTraTion

1. eliminAtoires

30 minutes maximum 
(included the compulsory piece)

> The imposed piece : 
Germaine Tailleferre « Seule dans la forêt » 

+ Pieces of the 18th century

+ Pieces of the 19th century

+ Pieces of the 20th century

2. finAle

A free program of 10 minutes maximum 
(with different pieces from the eliminatories)

+ The world Premiere for piano and orchestra of the 
imposed piece of the guest composer, Fabien Waksman

+ The 1st movement of the concerto n°2 in C minor, 
Opus 18 - Moderato - of Sergueï Rachmaninov

NB : The piece of the guest composer can be played 
with the score. 
The score will be sent to the 12 selected candidates 
approximately on December, 20th.



I,                undersigned,

Agree to take part in the 19th Piano Campus, Pontoise - International 
Piano Days - the 31th January, 1st & 2nd February 2020,

And to obey and respect the different rules regarding the entrance 
form and reception of the candidates.

The    In

Signature

NOTA BENE > For the minor, a parental authorization is 
compulsory (to join with this inscription).

piano
curriculum

2. principAl teAchers

3. Degrees

1. nAme of music school, conservAtory, AcADemy ...

engagemenT

Don’t forget 
to join :

> A DVD «live» 
or youtube link 

 > A letter of
reference



ARTICLE 2
Contestants must begin their solo programme in the eliminatory round on 31th January with the compulsory work by Germaine Tailleferre « Seule 
dans la forêt » . The rest of the programme is a free choice of the candidate. 

ARTICLE 3
If contestants play longer than the allotted 30 minutes, the Chairman of the Jury may stop the contestant without penalizing him/her.

ARTICLE 4
Jury members have to attend the two days 31th January and 2nd February of the competition for their votes to be valid. 

ARTICLE 5
1. ELIMINATOIRES

The first vote*
Each Jury member will choose three contestants for first place, second place and third place. If one contestant receives an absolute majority of votes 
for first place, he or she will be automatically qualified for the final round.

*If no candidate receives an absolute majority during the first vote 
The Jury will vote again on the six contestants who received the most votes. Each Jury member will choose three contestants among the six.

Second vote
The Jury will vote a second time only on the 5 contestants who received the most votes during the first vote.

Third vote 
The Jury will vote again on the four remaining contestants. If more than one contestant receives the same number of votes, the President of the Jury 
will decide which of them will take part in the final round.

The results of the eliminatory round will be announced on the stage of the Olivier Messiaen Auditorium. 

2. FINALE
After the final round, Jury members will write Gold, Silver or Bronze on their voting form, next to the names of the three finalists of their choice. 
Votes will be counted in front of the Jury and will be projected on a screen.

- The finalist who obtains an absolute majority of gold win the Gold prize
- So, the Silver prize will be designated by the number of votes between the two remaining candidates by totaling all votes : Gold, Silver and Bronze
 
> If and only if a contestant receives the same number of votes, the President of the Jury may decide between them. 
However, the President of the Jury may also call for a re-vote by all Jury members. 

If no candidate has obtained an absolute majority in the first round of voting, the Chairman of the jury must vote again among the two leading 
candidates, which must determine Gold and Silver. In the second round of voting, if two candidates have the same number of votes after counting of 
votes, the Chairman’s vote shall be decisive. However, the chairman of the jury may ask the members to vote again, if desired. 

3. LES PRIX
The Gold Piano Campus - 5 000 € + 200 CDs - The Pontoise city prize & CDs offered by Piano Campus
The Silver Piano Campus - 4 000 € - The Cergy-Pontoise new town association prize
The Bronze Piano Campus - 3 000 €  - The Department prize

Piano Campus «Région Ile-de-France» special prize : 5 000€

Piano Campus Audience prize : 1 500€ - Awarded by The Credit Agricole of Pontoise
The audience will vote for the «Piano Campus Audience Prize».

Piano Campus prize for the best performance of the contemporary piece - 1 500€ - Awarded by the Sacem
For the finale, the execution of Fabien Waksman’s contemporary piece is required after the free recitals.  The execution of this piece can be realized 
with the score, the memory’s performance is not compulsory. The jury decides upon the special prize for the best performance of the contemporary 
piece at the end of the finale. The composer adds up to him only 40% of the votes and the rest of the jury the remaining 60%.

Piano Campus Orchestra prize 
The Orchestra will also award the «Piano Campus Orchestra Prize» after the final round. This prize will be announced by the Orchestra’s conductor.  

rules of precedure 
of candidaTes ARTICLE 1

Contestants will play in the order determined by drawing lots. The draw will take place 
during the welcome dinner, on Thursday 30th January 2020 at the Novotel in Cergy-
Pontoise. Contestants are required to attend the draw in person. A second draw will be 
held to determine the order of the final round, after the eliminatory round. The public 
may attend all rounds of the competition.



SPECIAL PRIZES BY PARTNERS 
Special prizes, whose representatives attend the eliminatory and final rounds as audience members, may be awarded after the eliminatory round. If 
these prizes are awarded after the elimination round, this information will be kept secret from the Jury and the audience, and will be announced only 
at the closing ceremony. However, representatives of these prizes may also attend the final round in order to determine their choices. 

«Philippe Foriel-Destezet prize» - 3 000€
« Barreau du Val d’Oise prize » - 1 500€
« Mazda Pontoise prize » - 1 500€

« Festival d’Auvers-sur-Oise prize » engagement for a recital during the season 2021
« Conservatoire Jean-Baptiste Lully prize » engagement for a recital at the season 2020-2021
« Piano au Musée Wurth prize » engagement for a recital at the season 2020
« Points communs, nouvelle scène nationale Cergy-Pontoise - Val d’Oise prize » engagement for a recital at the season 2020/2021
« Piano retrouvé aux Musicales d’Arnouville prize » engagement for a recital at the season 2020
« Festival Baroque de Pontoise prize » engagement for a recital at the season 2020-2021

« Pianiste magazine prize » with an interview and audio extracts in the social networks
« Jejouedupiano.com prize » with an interview and audio extracts in the website
« Music-industry Press prize »

SPECIAL MENTIONS 
The Jury may award special mentions after the eliminatory and final rounds. 

ARTICLE 6
The Piano Campus Gold, Silver and Bronze prizes are necessarily awarded at every competition by the jury. These 3 prizes cannot be shared.

The Piano Campus Audience prize, the Piano Campus Sacem prize, the orchestra prize and the prize of the Region Ile-de-Francemust be necessarily 
awarded at every competition. In case of equality, these prizes can be shared.

The Piano Campus special prizes are necessarily awarded at every competition by partners having followed all the competition. These special prizes 
cannot be shared. 

ARTICLE 7
The Jury’s decisions are final.

ARTICLE 8
A closing ceremony will take place on the stage in the presence of 12 candidates and the results will be announced by the Chairman of the jury and 
the chairman of Piano Campus, with the members of the jury.

ARTICLE 9
Dressing code
Piano Campus prides itself on being a youthful, exciting and dynamic experience for all contestants. Originality and naturalness are encouraged. 
Contestants are free to choose their outfits for the eliminatory and final rounds.

ARTICLE  10
The international competition Piano Campus is recorded and filmed during the Elimination rounds,  on the day of the President (greetings and 
masterclass) and of the Finale. These recordings (sound and video) are the property of Piano Campus which can use them for its communication and 
its influence. Every candidate will receive a copy «sound archive» of his or her program at the end of the Elimination rounds and of the Finale. At the 
contestant’s request Piano Campus can send him or her a copy «video» of his/her Elimination rounds.

ARTICLE  11
All candidates will be taken in charge (transportation / accommodation / meal) and with no registration fees, will have the obligation to remain on site 
from Thursday evening untill at Monday morning to the Novotel of Cergy-Pontoise and to respect the schedule of the main appointments. All this to 
guarantee the spirit of the competition encouraging exchanges and conviviality.  Any candidate disrespecting this rule will be struck off.

ARTICLE  12
All the candidates not selected in Finale will have to be necessarily present at the meeting with the Chairman of the jury, at the lunch which will 
follow this meeting and at the Masterclass on Saturday, 1st as well as at the end of Finale of the competition on Sunday, 2nd, during the delivery of  
Trophies on stage and in proper clothing. Every candidate not respecting this rule will not be taken in chargeg by Piano Campus 
organisation.

RAPPEL 
Piano Campus 2020 is open to any contestant between the ages of 16 and 25 years the day the competition begins. International competition level 
proficiency is required. Both rounds are held in public. The eliminatory round will take place at the Conservatoire à Rayonnement Régional of 
Cergy-Pontoise, from 9.30am to 7.30pm on the first day. The final round will begin at 4p.m. on the second day at the «Points Communs : Théâtre des 
Louvrais». The maximum number of contestants in the eliminatory round will not exceed 12, and the minimum number is 8. The Jury, made up of 
important figures in the musical world, will decide which three contestants will play in the final round with the orchestra. The Jury will vote in secret 
and their decisions will be announced in public.



aPPliCation deadline

Friday, November 22nd, midnight   
30 000€ prizes, special prizes and mentions

ContaCt
A question, an information ? 

Contact us :

Tel > (+33) 6 18 58 00 65
 email > pianocampusconcours@gmail.com

site web > www.piano-campus.com

> By post : 
   Piano Campus  
   BP 300 12 Pontoise
   95301 Cergy-Pontoise Cedex
   France

> By email :
    pianocampusconcours@gmail.com
   You can download the application file on the website
   www.piano-campus.com

don’T
forgeT !

to send the aPPliCation file


